
Changes to Covid Measures from 25th July 2021 
at the churches of St Margaret’s, Draycott and St Peter’s, Forsbrook 
 

From the 19th of July the government has removed the majority of legal restrictions on 
churches and how they conduct public worship. Instead, they have put forward guidance 
and expectations, which we are putting into action below. 
 

As churches, we want to make our buildings as open and welcoming to as many people as 
possible.  We also want to make them feel safe and secure for those who are using them.  
Doing this requires a balance which the following hopes to achieve. 
 

Attending 
Services 

If you have tested positive for Covid, or have been told to isolate by the 
government, then you must not attend church services/events.  
If a family member or close contact, has been asked to isolate, but you 
haven’t, then you will need to consider if it is wise for you to attend. One 
step could be for you to take a lateral flow test.  
We are now not asking people to book their seat when attending a 
service. 

Face 
Coverings 

“The government expects and recommends that people wear face 
coverings in crowded and enclosed settings to protect themselves and 
others.” As churches, we are currently asking our congregations to wear 
face coverings. There are exceptions for those who have medical needs or 
are leading worship. However, the expectation is that whilst in the 
buildings face coverings are the norm. 

Social 
Distancing 

There is no longer any requirement for social distancing.  However, many 
people will be nervous about being around others and will want to 
maintain personal space.  To help with this we are asking that everyone 
takes responsibility for sitting at a respectful distance from those not in 
their household or social bubble.  

Singing and 
Worship 

There are now no restrictions on singing in church. Some churches are 
continuing to refrain from singing indoors though doing so outdoors 
where possible. Some churches are singing indoors and asking 
congregations to wear face coverings whilst doing so. At the moment, we 
are not generally singing inside, but as we monitor the situation and 
gauge people’s feedback about this we may amend this decision. 

Track and 
Trace 

There is no requirement to log your attendance at church, however the 
QR codes will remain available for checking in should you wish to do so 
with your smartphone, using the NHS app. If you don’t have the app but 
would like to register your attendance there will be a sign-in sheet for you 
to use. 

Hand washing 
hygiene 

Please use the hand sanitiser provided at the door when you enter and 
leave the building, for your own and others’ safety. Soap and paper 
towels are provided in the toilets.  



Cleaning Our buildings will no longer be isolated for 48 hrs or sanitised after every 
use. We will be sanitising commonly touched surfaces, after each service 
and the building will be cleaned in the usual way on a regular basis. 

Tea and 
Coffee 

At the moment, we will not be serving refreshments after services.  

 

Holy Communion 
 

The following is guidance on how we can share communion together. 
 

The Peace As usual, we will stand together for the liturgy of the peace. We do not 
recommend physical contact with others (unless they are in your own 
household or social bubble) or moving around and so we simply suggest 
that we turn to those around us and give a wave or a nod to express our 
sharing in the peace.  

Receiving the 
Bread and 

Wine 

Whilst the CofE has indicated that some may wish to return to using the 
common cup to receive the wine, and noting that it continues not to 
allow the use of individual cups or the practice of intinction (dipping the 
wafer in the wine), we have decided that we will continue to receive 
communion in ‘one kind’ (wafer only). 

Movement Until now, the minister has brought the wafers to the congregation who 
stand and stretch out their hands to receive communion. Now that 
seating is not allocated, we will ask the congregation to come to the 
front of the church to receive the bread. Specific instructions will be 
given at each church as to the safest way to do this. This will, of course, 
require significant movement so please maintain a respectful distance 
from others. Also, please keep your face covering on, only removing it to 
consume the wafer as you step away from the minister administrating.  

 
This document does not directly address the issues raised in relation to funerals, weddings 
and baptisms; these ‘life events’ are being looked at separately. It also does not address the 
use of our buildings by other groups which may meet at other times. I am currently in 
discussions with these groups to establish if and when they might be able to meet again. 
My hope, at this stage, is that we might be able to return to having a 10am Sunday service 
in both churches and a 6pm service at St Peter’s from September 2021 – but this will 
depend on a number of factors and we will confirm this later in August. 
 
Thank you for your patience with these changing guidelines.  Hopefully we can follow them 
together and keep our church buildings a welcoming place of worship for us all.  The most 
important thing we can do to help one another is to respect each other’s personal space 
and to follow the guidelines as we grow in confidence again. 
 
Thanks for reading this. Do feel free to contact me or our church wardens for further advice 
or to pass on any feedback. Please continue to pray for one another.  
 

Jonathan 


